BULLET EDGERS

Perfect for tree rings, flower beds, gardens, and walkways. Design options include straight, curves, and serpentine layouts.

BENEFITS

- Easy, do-it-yourself installation
- Bullet Edgers help make short work of any landscape project
- Simply dig a shallow trench and lay Bullet Edgers in place
- Bullet Edgers can be installed to create a 51" minimum diameter

COLORS

Due to inherent characteristics of concrete, color may vary slightly. No guarantee of color shade is made or implied.

SPECIFICATIONS

- 4" h x 12" w x 4" d (nominal size)
- Weight: 13 lbs.
- 160 Bullet Edgers/pallet

INSTRUCTIONS

- Lay Bullet Edgers in your desired pattern. Before digging your base trench, determine how far above grade, if any, you want your units.
- Excavate your trench to the desired depth. Remove any rocks, roots, or other obstructions, which may cause an unlevel base.
- A small amount of sand or paver base may be added to your trench to aid in leveling the Bullet Edger units.
- Place your Bullet Edger units end to end in the prepared trench. Use a rubber mallet to tap the Bullet Edgers firmly into place. Fill and compact along units.
- Rake, compact, and smooth the surrounding dirt to finish your landscaping project.
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